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Third Grade News / Curriculum 04/12/24 - Newsletter

Reading and ELA:

• Why We Share Stories

GENRE: Informational Text

• When the Giant Stirred

GENRE: Legend

Comprehension

• Central Idea

• Make Inferences

• Author’s Craft

• Theme

• Figurative Language

Response to Text

• Write a Wiki Entry

Phonological Awareness Pig Latin*

Decoding Final Stable Syllables –tion, –sure,

–ture

Spelling VCCV Pattern

Basic Words: person, helmet, until, carpet,

Monday, enjoy, forget, problem, Sunday,

garden, order, mistake, umpire, herself

• Review Words: pencil, bouncing, jacket, gentle

• Challenge Words: tunnel, lantern, burden,

perhaps

Fluency Phrasing

High-Frequency Words can’t, edge, ready, main

Math - Fractions

Topic 14: Lesson 14-3

Topic 14: Lesson 14-4

Topic 14: Lesson 14-5

Topic 14: Lesson 14-6

Estimate and measure the mass of objects in grams (g) and

kilograms (kg) and the volume of objects in quarts (qt), gallons

(gal), and liters (l).

Solve real-world problems involving whole number

multiplication and division within 100 in situations involving

equal groups, arrays, and measurement quantities

Upcoming Projects, Science, and Social Studies:

●MinecraftEDU: New project…ancient architecture
● TinkerCAD: ???????
● Technology: Micro Bits, Sphero Robots, and more!!
● Indy Robots and matts
● Preparing activities for kindergarten mentorship

Upcoming Events:

https://mrbrantley.weebly.com/news-blog

Hello Parents!!

I thought last week was crazy…but this week with the Eclipse and the NCAA Basketball Championship this week definitely

was more wild!! I loved the group that came to our eclipse event, but also was very excited for those that traveled to see the

event in totality. What a cool experience to share with your child and one that won’t be in the USA again for approximately 20

years. I did have a few fun conversations with a few parents about possibly traveling to Egypt in 2027 to see the eclipse over

Karnak….but that may be a dream.

Next week we will be busy with projects, some ILEARN practice and test prep and our normal daily work load. It will be nice to

be in the classroom for 5 days…after four days and a delay, this will be great!! The one sad part of this week is that it is the last

week that we officially have Ms. Mann here full time! I cannot believe we are already here!!

Here’s to a great week ahead!!!

Mr. B.

Hi Families!

Between the eclipse and Purdue basketball it’s been such a crazy but fun week! I’m ready to be back on track next week for

my last full, official week in the classroom. To say it’s bittersweet would be an understatement–there’s so much time, work, and

commitment that goes along with student teaching but I would do it all again for these kids!! I’m hoping to put together a

scrapbook of some kind to remember my time here, so if you have any pictures of your students that you would like to share, I

would LOVE to be able to remember each and every one of them for years to come! I have all of the drawings, notes, cards etc.

that I’ve saved from the beginning of the year but if there’s anything else your child would like to add, I always appreciate it more

than they know. I’m not saying goodbye yet, I’ll still be in to visit as much as I can before graduation, but I’m so excited to have a

fun, busy, hardworking last official week!!

Ms. Mann

BOOK PROJECTS: 5 due or Reading Logs completed by March 08 . http://mrbrantley.weebly.com/book-projects.html
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1. multiply

2. imagination

3. favorite

4. computer

5. citizenship

6. invisible

7. undercover

8. enjoyment

9. discussion

10. America

11. unusual

12. example

13. melody

14. temperature
15. understanding

16. experiment

17. explanation

18. oxygen
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